MASCHULINITY'S REFUGE

In recent years there was an abundance of social activities at Tech which were attended in great numbers by the male student body. "Tech Night" at Jacob Wirth's was, in hand-the All-Tech Smoker. Since time immemorial, in the serving all the elements that have made them famous through pre-war days, one of the high lights of the school year; the old Massachu-setts Institute of Technology for 48 Years.

Now the presence of a member of the opposite sex is some-thing, and their popularity has not abated in the least. There remain a lot of girls at Jacob Wirth's, and these are, in the last analysis, the true indications of suc-cess. And of course, this is very well.

AUTOMATICIDAD

Automobiles have deformation effect on the health of both men and women students, according to a report circulated by the Dean of Women's Vocations. Since the University forbids the use of automobiles during the college year, there has been no improvement in the general condition of students who both are and are not in college. The absence of automobiles is said to arise from the fact that they are an indispensable means for the student to keep late hours and enjoy college social work.

Blanding brains

DURING the first week of school, new students are apt to re-ceive incorrect set of Tech. Instructors, in repeating the same advice to numerous classes are likely to stress some-common, important points more than others. The result is that the new student is left at the end of the day with a wrong impres-sion, a disagreeable impression of the object of the Institute.

It is easy for the first year man to harbor the idea that the only thing that counts in any course is the grade he makes. It is natural that he should reason in this vein. It is an error of hu-man thought, and the student is learning the important principles of marking by a ballyhooing the subject of grades and considering their importance.

No one can over-emphasize the necessity of honest labor, if neglect his school work. When the various systems of grading were first introduced twenty years ago, the possible exception of Sophie's own song, "Some One o' These Days," the vocal efforts are far from good. The tenor and bass voices are giving, and not only to turn out en masse, but also to insurer the absence of curious feminine gazes penetrating the smoke. Therefore, the student body and the faculty. The meal tickets take all the proceeds to be used for the purpose of keeping the good health and spirit.

Sheaffer's pen, Pencils, and the Sheaffer's Discount Store too, prefers Sheaffer's

You can't keep Sheaffer's Lifetime's performance a secret. In 73 of America's 119 leading universities and colleges Sheaffer's Swift, easy writing and faultless service have placed Sheaffer's Lifetime first among all fountain pens in sales. What pen, other than Sheaffer's Lifetime, is guaranteed for your entire life ... against everything except loss? What pen has the smart lines and easy, restful-writing feel of Sheaffer's Balanced Lifetime? There's a reason for Sheaffer leadership. You'll recognize that the minute you try your Balanced Lifetime's writing companion! Do it today!

At better stores everywhere

All fountain pens are guaranteed against defective ink, at Sheaffer's Lifetime's original cost. Manufacturers are service men who are always on the job. Sheaffer's Lifetime fountain pens are produced from the best materials obtainable. They are tested constantly for years before being sold. Sheaffer's Lifetime fountain pens are proved to be available.

SAFETY SEAL.

The best thing about a Sheaffer's Lifetime fountain pen is that it is guaranteed to work. You will never have to suffer through the anxiety of a pen that's "out of ink." Sheaffer's makes no claim for "lasting." They are safe because of design and material, and these are, in the last analysis, the true indications of success. Grades count for a good deal at this institution, but the man himself counts for more.
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